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An Exponential World

• Network vs. computer performance
– Computer speed doubles every 18 months

– Network speed doubles every 9 months

– Difference = order of magnitude per 5 years

• 1986 to 2000
– Computers: x 500

– Networks: x 340,000

• 2001 to 2010
– Computers: x 60

– Networks: x 4000
–
–Moore’s Law vs. storage improvements vs. optical improvements. Graph from Scientific American (Jan

-2001) by Cleo Vilett, source Vined Khoslan, Kleiner, Caufield and Perkins. Source: Ian Foster



The Unprecedented Ten Years

• Networking from 100Kbps to Gbps
• Computing from 100MFLOPS to TeraFLOPS
• Storage from 100GigaBytes to PetaBytes

• We are producing 3 x 1018 Bytes of data each year
• Most business processes, research, learning, 

commerce, socialising, etc. may be conducted on 
the Internet

• Internet and Digital Technology together bring in 
revolutionary ways to communicate, deal with 
information and collaborate



• It will continue to grow until 2010, then it may 
slow down or even break

• By 2010, Desktop CPU will reach 30 GHz, 
PDA will run @ 5 GHz according to Intel

• Alternative Computing such as Quantum 
Computing will be far from ready by then

• We need some low-cost means to integrate 
global distributed computing resources to 
drive the economics growth and answer the 
R&D demand

Exponential Law continue to 
Grow until ...



Actual Internet Map

• It looks amazingly similar 
to Neural Net in terms of 
Connectivity

• It’s a Scale-Free Network

• Everything over IP

• Always-On

• Everywhere



•

• NGI, Next Generation Internet
• This Internet will be so pervasive, 

reliable and transparent that we'll all just 
take it for granted.  It will be a seamless 
part of life--like electricity or plumbing.

• Hoping to create an Internet that’s Fast, 
Always On, Everywhere, Natural, 
Intelligent, Easy, Trusted

Vision for NGI



Grid Concept

• Analogy with the electrical power grid
– “On-demand” access to ubiquitous distributed 

computing
– Transparent access to multi-petabyte distributed data 

bases
– Easy to plug resources into
– Complexity of the infrastructure is hidden

•   “When the network is as fast as the 
computer's internal links, the machine 
disintegrates across the net into a set of 
special purpose appliances” (George 
Gilder) Source: Ian Foster



• Open, Integrated, Virtualised, Autonomic
• Open: Open Source model and Open 

Architecture
• Integrated and Virtualised: Invisible 

Computing, hide all system complexities
• Autonomic: Integrate redundant and 

replicated commodity components to 
create a highly-available system instead 
of expensive hardware solutions

Attributes of On-demand 
Computing



Elements of the Grid

• Resource sharing
– Computers, storage, sensors, networks, …
– Heterogeneity of device, mechanism, policy
– Sharing conditional: negotiation, payment, …

• Coordinated problem solving
– Integration of distributed resources
– Compound quality of service requirements

• Dynamic, multi-institutional virtual orgs
– Dynamic overlays on classic org structures
– Map to underlying control mechanisms

Source: Ian Foster



A 3-Point Checklist for a GRID (I. Foster)

• a GRID coordinates resources that are not subject to 
centralized control and live within different control domains 
and addresses the issues of security, policy, payment, 
membership… that arise in these settings. (i.e.  it is no local 
management system.)

• uses standard, open, general-purpose protocols and interfaces 
(i.e. it is not an application-specific system).

• to deliver nontrivial qualities of service ... a GRID allows its 
constituent resources to be used in a coordinated fashion to 
deliver various qualities of service      ( response time, 
throughput, availability, and security, and/or co-allocation of 
multiple resource types ).  So the utility of the combined 
system is significantly greater than that of the sum of its 
parts to meet complex user demands.



A brief timeline

• Interest in parallel and distributed computing in the 80s.

• Testbeds connecting American supercomputing centres in the late 90s.

• Foster, Kesselman: “The Grid: Blueprint for a New Computing Infrastructu-
re”, 1998.

• Lots of software development – Globus, Legion, Condor, NWS, SRB, NetSol-
ve, AppLes, Unicore – but not much actual use.

• Around 2000 grid interest starts to boom. High energy physics driving force
– especially CERN. Globus toolkit becomes leading middleware.

• 2002–2003: Commitment from big players in industry. Hype levels are rising.
OGSA/OGSI standards emerge.

People have been thinking of these things for a long time. Many of the problems
involved are non-trivial.

15/44



What is e-Science?

• “e-Science is about global collaboration 
in key areas of big science and the next 
generation of infrastructure that will 
enable it”

•

by Dr John Taylor
Director General of the UK Research Councils



http://www.rcuk.ac.uk/escience/

•  What is meant by e-Science?  In the future, e-
Science  will refer to the large scale science 
that will increasingly  be carried out through 
distributed global collaborations  enabled by 
the Internet.  Typically, a feature of such  
collaborative scientific enterprises is that they 
will  require access to very large data 
collections, very large scale computing 
resources and high performance visualisation 
back to the individual user scientists.



e-Science Vision

• e-Science and information utilities
– Science increasingly done through distributed 

global collaborations between people, enabled 
by the Internet

– Using very large data collections, terascale 
computing resources, and high performance 
visualisation

– Derived from instruments and facilities 
controlled and shared via the infrastructure

– Scaling x1000 in processing power, data, 
bandwidth

Source: Ian Foster
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The Emergence of e-Science

• Invention and exploitation of advanced computational
methods
• To generate, curate and analyse research data

• From experiments, observations and simulations
• Quality management, preservation and reliable evidence

• To develop and explore models and simulations
• Computation and data at extreme scales
• Trustworthy, economic, timely and relevant results

• To enable dynamic distributed virtual organisations
• Facilitating collaboration with information and resource

sharing
• Security, reliability, accountability, manageability and agility



Evolution of the Scientific Process

• Pre-electronic
– Theorize &/or experiment, alone or in small 

teams; publish paper

• Post-electronic
– Construct and mine very large databases of 

observational or simulation data
– Develop computer simulations & analyses
– Exchange information quasi-instantaneously 

within large, distributed, multidisciplinary teams

Source: Ian Foster



Evolution of Business

• Pre-Internet
– Central corporate data processing facility
– Business processes not compute-oriented

• Post-Internet
– Enterprise computing is highly distributed, 

heterogeneous, inter-enterprise (B2B)
– Outsourcing becomes feasible => service 

providers of various sorts
– Business processes increasingly computing- and 

data-rich

Source: Ian Foster



The LHC Data Challenge

• A particle collision = an event

• Provides trivial parallelism, hence usage of simple farms

• Physicist's goal is to count, trace and characterize all the 
particles produced and fully reconstruct the process. 

• Among all tracks, the presence of “special shapes” is the sign 
for the occurrence of interesting interactions.



The LHC Data Challenge

• Starting from this event

• You are looking for this “signature”

Selectivity: 1 in 

1013 

Like looking for 
1 person in a 
thousand world 
populations!

Or for a needle 
in 20 million 
haystacks!

Src: CERN



LHC Data

• 40 million collisions per second

• After filtering, 100 collisions of interest per second

• A Megabyte of digitised information for each collision = 
recording rate of 0.1 Gigabytes/sec

• 1011 collisions recorded each year 
= 10  Petabytes/year of data 

• Data: ~15 Petabytes a year
Processing: ~ 100,000 of today’s PC’s

• Networking:
10 – 40 Gb/s to all big centres

• computing centres, which were isolated in the past, will 
now be connected, uniting the computing resources of 
particle physicists in the world using GRID technology! 



LHC Computing Grid Challenges

• that requires at least 200 TeraFlops, tens 
of PetaBytes of Data generated annually 
by 2007

• it may grow to the scale of ExaBytes of 
Data and PetaFlops Computing by 2015

• How to solve such a problem?  



Peak Speed for Supercomputing Tasks

• Automotive Development:        100 TeraFlops
• Human Vision Simulation:          100 TeraFlops
• Aerodynamic Analyses:              1 PetaFlops (10^15)
• Laser Optics:                            10 PetaFlops
• Molecular Dynamics in Biology:  20 PetaFlops
• Aerodynamic Design:                 1 ExaFlops (10^18)
• Computational Cosmology:        10 ExaFlops
• Turbulence in Physics:                100 ExaFlops
• Computational Chemistry:         1 ZettaFlops(10^21)

Source: BusinessWeek, 7 June 2004



Grid Security 5

A real challenge

The scale of the problem is significant:

• a complex socio-technical system
• trust is a slippery subject; multiple trust domains
• valuable resources; valuable data
• mobile code; mobile data; mobile users.

• Conceptually, the network becomes one big computer
— compare with decades of operating system research

• Concerns chase down to classical notions of confidentiality, integrity,
availability.

Andrew Martin, Oxford e-Science Centre



San Diego Supercomputer Center                               National Partnership for Advanced Computational Infrastructure

Information Technologies
• Data collecting

– Sensor systems, object ring buffers and portals
• Data organization

– Collections, manage data context
• Data sharing

– Data grids, manage heterogeneity
• Data publication

– Digital libraries, support discovery
• Data preservation

– Persistent archives, manage technology evolution
• Data analysis

– Processing pipelines, manage knowledge extraction



San Diego Supercomputer Center                               National Partnership for Advanced Computational Infrastructure

Data Management Concepts
(Elements)

• Collection
– The organization of digital entities to simplify 

management and access.

• Context
– The information that describes the digital 

entities in a collection.

• Content
– The digital entities in a collection



San Diego Supercomputer Center                               National Partnership for Advanced Computational Infrastructure

Data Management Challenges

• Distributed data sources
– Management across administrative domains

• Heterogeneity
– Multiple types of storage repositories

• Scalability
– Support for billions of digital entities, PBs of data

• Preservation
– Management of technology evolution



The Challenge for Research Libraries

• Quantity: ‘The Data Deluge’
• Quality: raw data galore
• Formats: an infinite variety
• Metadata: the ‘control’ challenge
• Search & delivery: the infrastructure 

issue
• Curation: the archiving enormity

Source: Reg Carr
CURL Members’ Meeting

Dublin, 26 March 2004 



Legal Context of Collaborative Activities

• Legal relationship among the parties to 
an e-Science collaboration, particularly, 
in different jurisdiction

• materials that each party brings to a 
collaboration

• resources to which the collaborative 
project will give rise

• apportionment of liability for potential 
harms

Source: Paul David, Oxford



Specific Challenges in Asia

• US-centric Network connectivity 
deficiency

• Weaker collaborative scientific 
tradition, thus, the culture for 
collaboration to be built

• Legal context of collaboration to be 
drafted

• Insights in scientific and technological 
policy to address its particular 
circumstances still to be developed 



Potential Asia Network for e-Science



Potential e-Sciences to focus in Asia

• Bio- and medical applications
• Digital Collections ( Library/ Museum/ 

Archives)
• e-Learning
• Social Sciences (?)
• Fundamental scientists, such as HEP, 

should work much closer across 
traditional country barriers!
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Social Scientists as Grid Users

• Social science in the future might become a 
more globally collaborative activity

• Social science can be a data intensive science
• Social science may develop towards 

conducting experiments and studies across 
the grid

• Social scientists may benefit from future 
visualisation techniques 

Anderson’s Report:
www.esrc.ac.uk/esrccontent/ 
DownloadDocs/Andersonsreport.doc



Social Scientists in Grid Development

• Understanding users and their needs
• Understanding the role of visualisation
• Understanding collaboration
• Understanding drivers and barriers to 

adoption
• Usability of facilities

Anderson’s Report:
www.esrc.ac.uk/esrccontent/ 
DownloadDocs/Andersonsreport.doc



Key Factors for Alliance to Succeed

• Complimentary
• Goal alliance
• Risk sharing
• Long term
• Trust

Dick Cheney,
Keynote in Global Telecom Summit,
September 1997, Hong Kong



Who invented WWW？

• Tim Berners-Lee of CERN proposed 
the idea of WWW in 1989, a revised
version with Robert Cailliau next year

• WWW is to solve the difficulty of 
academic information sharing, you don’t 
have to login to separate accounts to 
get informtion

• “The philosophy that academic information is for 
all, and it is our duty to make information available.  
WWW... ”                  --- Tim Berners-Lee, 1991



WWW Concept, CERN 1989, 1990 



First WWW Browser, Dec 1990



The Rest is History

• 1991, CERN distributed the first WWW
system to High Energy Physics circle, follow
up by universities and research institutes

• Dec 1991, SLAC built the first Web Server
in US

• 1993, NCSA developed an easier to use
Mosaic Browser

• 1994, “Year of the Web”.  10,000 
servers, 2,000 commercial, 10 Million 
users



Conclusion

• Critical mass decides which Grid 
technology/system to prevail

• Grid as an enabler for Virtual 
Organisations actually depends on 
proper collaboration

• If we could not collaborate, no Grid 
system will ever reach that criticality

• In some sense, Grid computing may be 
more important than HPC in Asia!


